
The front door, like a business card of the house, 
will at first glance tell about your preferences, dis-
play your personality and emphasize your status.
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S T E E L   D O O R S   E X P E R T
ABWEHR

Interesting facts:

More than 300,000 doors 
sold.

We export to more than 15 
countries.

On the market for 11 years.

ABWEHR UKRAINE is a modern, full-cycle manufacturing company that pro-
duces a modern competitive product - high-strength designer steel doors.
The production area is located in Chernihiv and today it occupies over 5000 
square meters. Modern equipment fleet and technical control at all stages of 
production, which is certified by UkrSepro certificates, ISO 9001, European CE 
certificate - all this guarantees production of high quality competitive products.
Our company is not just production and machine tools, it is people, a team who 
understands the needs of the market, is able to learn and develop for the ben-
efit of the company, partners and customers. Our startup began in a very diffi-
cult environment, so we always understand your needs and exceed customer’s 
expectations in design and engineering.
Why us? Our history of development since 2006 and experience give the part-
ners and clients confidence in our professionalism. And the fact that to date we 
have sold and installed more than 300,000 steel doors in the different coun-
tries of the world witnesses the level of knowledge, expertise and competitive-
ness on the market.  

Production area of more than 
5000 square meters.
More than 100 high-level 
specialists.
Quality management system
products ISO 9001-2015



For us being No.1 means:Our Clients

Main advantages of work with ТМ 
«ABWEHR»
Exclusive author’s design door models

120 models from classic through modern

Vast stock program - 1000 doors in stock

Innovative developments from TM Abwehr

An individual approach to each client

Post-warranty service and support

National DIY networks

Regional dealers

Big construction companies

Wholesale and retail companies

Branded retail salons

Private householders

Construction malls

Individual installers and contractors in regions

Ensuring exceptional product quality

Being the best partner for our clients

Being the best employer for our employees

Reaching annual output of 50,000 doors

Meeting requirements of the most demanding consumers

Being flexible with our clients

Partner information and marketing support

Quality control at each production stage
Availability of ISO 9001, CE certificates, EI30, 
EI60 fire certificates



Our products
ABWEHR manufactures steel en-
trance doors in ten design seg-
ments, as well as in seven design 
collections, from classic to modern. 
Many exclusive design models are 
available. Besides, the company 
provides a wide range of additional 
options.

Design
By design, the doors are divided into 
several collections, which are designed 
for different taste preferences and meet 
different stylistic architectural solutions. 
Various designs, aluminum and stone 
inserts, a large number of color coating 
solutions will not leave the most demand-
ing buyer indifferent.

Stock program

Wide stock program allows you to quickly select and install your 
favorite model in your apartment or private home. More than 
1,000 models of doors are constantly available in stock. The 
range is very diverse, which will help any customer to make a 
choice. Fast delivery in any direction throughout Ukraine, as well 
as abroad.

The EPICENTER 
program
ABWEHR works closely with trading net-
works, including Epicenter. We are repre-
sented in every store in Ukraine. A unique 
line of design models has been developed 
specifically for this network.

Segments
Structurally, the doors of TM ABWEHR are 
manufactured in 10 segments beginning 
from economic models and ending with 
elite class, which differ in size of compo-
nents and availability of various elements 
that improve such properties of the doors 
as durability, heat and noise insulation.
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The COMFORT series doors are designed for people who make good use of their 
budget. These doors combine an elegant look, a level of protection and an affordable 
price. You can be sure that they will be perfect for your interior. The two-stage bent 
profile and the warmed door leaf will perfectly protect your house from drafts, foreign 
smells and noise from the street or entrance.

An improved version of the COMFORT segment. The main difference is an insulated 
door box. This segment is suitable for people who want more than basic insulation, but 
the priority is the price.

This segment is perfect for people who are looking for good protection for their home 
at a good price. The CLASSIC segment is equipped with a bent, double-circuit box, 
insulated with mineral wool, as well as with an insulated leaf, which will provide a good 
level of noise and heat insulation.

COMFORT A(2) segment

NOVA  AM segment

ClASSIC KC segment

860/960

70/93

1,5

10/10

+/+

2 ea.

-

2 ea.

steel

Avers 96/S6

Apecs 2600

-/-

+

+ / - / +

from 218

А(2)

Comfort

apartment/street

Комфорт

860/960

76/93

1,5

16/10

+/+

2 ea.

+

2 ea.

steel

Avers R35

Avers T52

+/+

+

+ / - / +

from 289

Classic

КС

кapartment/street

Классик

860/960

70/93

1,5

10/10

+/+

2 ea.

+

2 ea.

steel

Avers R35

Avers T52

+/+

+

+ / - / +

from 241

Nova

АM

apartment/street

Nova

dimensions

leaf/box

steel thickness

MDF: external/internal

coating: film/paint

leaf ledge control

anti-cuts

hinges

threshold

upper lock

lower lock

option to change the lock: 
upper/lower

armored cover

fittings: 
separate handle/nightlight/peephole

base price  (in euro)

Segment

Type of design

( recessed into the end of the leaf)

( recessed into the end of the leaf )
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This segment is aimed at people for whom a combination of elegant appearance and a 
high degree of home security is of importance.

FAMILY АП1 segment

High quality fittings and elegant combination of exterior decor will satisfy the most de-
manding customers. This segment is designed for people who care about perfect ap-
pearance and reliable home security.

MEGAPOLIS АП2 segment

This segment is aimed at people for whom the most important thing is reliable housing 
protection. This segment has the highest level of protection.

SAFE АП2 Safe segment

dimensions

leaf/box

steel thickness

MDF: external/internal

coating: film/paint

leaf ledge control

anti-cuts

hinges

threshold

upper lock

lower lock

option to change the lock: 
upper/lower

armored cover

fittings: 
separate handle/nightlight/peephole

base price  (in euro)

Segment

Type of design

( recessed into the end of the leaf)

( recessed into the end of the leaf )

860/960

82/100

1,5

16/10

+/+

3 ea.

+

2 ea.

steel

Kale 257

Kale 252

+/+

+

+ / - / +

from 356

Family

АП1

apartment/street

Престиж

860/960

90/125

1,5

16/16

+/+

3 ea.

+

4 ea.

stainless steel

Securemme 257

Securemme 252

+/+

+

+ / + / +

from 478

Megapolis

АП2

apartment/street

Престиж

860/960

90/125

1,5

16/16

+/+

3 ea.

+

4 ea.

stainless steel

Two system 
MOTTURA 54787
+ upper deviator

Securemme

-

+

+ / +/ +

from 533

Safe

АПС

apartment/street

Престиж сейф
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This segment is best for street use. Due to thermal break, the doors do not freeze or 
condense, even in extreme frosts.

Two-leaf doors for wide rooms. They will perfectly decorate any home. Among the mod-
els there are both blank, and glass and forging doors.

COTTAGE КТ1 segment

QUADRO КТ2 segment
dimensions

leaf/box

steel thickness

MDF: external/internal

coating: film/paint

leaf ledge control

anti-cuts

hinges

threshold

upper lock

lower lock

option to change the lock: 
upper/lower

armored cover

fittings: 
separate handle/nightlight/peephole

base price  (in euro)

Segment

Type of design

( recessed into the end of the leaf)

( recessed into the end of the leaf )

1200

81/100

1,5

16/16

+/+

3  ea.

+

2 ea.

steel

Kale 257

Kale 252

+/+

+

+ / - / +

from 609

Cottage

КТ2

street

one-and-a-half

860/960

93/150

1,5

16/16

+/+

3 ea.

+

2 ea.

steel

Kale 257

Kale 252

+/+

+

+ / - / -

from 563

Cottage

КТ1

street

with thermal break

moisture resistant MDF moisture resistant MDF
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This segment is great for street use, especially if the sun shines onto the door. In this 
segment, the outside uses a sheet of metal instead of MDF lining, so these doors are 
not afraid of the sun.

DEFENDER КТМ segment

Street version of doors of galvanized steel and Italian Vinorit film. This segment per-
fectly combines the simple yet sophisticated appearance and reliable protection 
against street threats.

PROTECT КТ3 segment

dimensions

leaf/box

steel thickness

MDF: external/internal

coating: film/paint

leaf ledge control

anti-cuts

hinges

threshold

upper lock

lower lock

option to change the lock: 
upper/lower

armored cover

fittings: 
separate handle/nightlight/peephole

base price  (in euro)

Segment

Type of design

( recessed into the end of the leaf)

( recessed into the end of the leaf )

Protect

КТ3

street

metal
(blank/glass)

860/960

72/90

1,0

2 ea.

+

2 ea.

steel

Kale 257

Kale 252

+/+

+

+ / - / +

from 457

out and in: 
zink+film (Italy)

860/960

81/134

1,5

3 ea.

+

2 ea.

steel

Kale 257

Kale 252

+/+

+

+ / - / +

from 315

out: metal+paint
in: MDF 16 mm

Defender

КТМ

street

metal/MDF
(blank/glass)
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The MODERN door collection features 
a variety of designs with light and 
modest patterns. The doors are pre-
sented in a wide range of decor colors 
combined with light laconic lines. The 
collection models are suitable for many 
exteriors and interiors of buildings and 
apartments. Doors of this line are avail-
able in most segments, so it has both 
inexpensive universal solutions and 
more reliable ones.

The design of the CLASSIC Collection 
is light, modest classic shapes that 
create harmonious integrity and unique 
aesthetics. This line is for people who 
value elegant chastity. The variety of 
design combined with wide choice of 
colors in the decor makes the doors of 
this collection the most popular on the 
market.

The LOFT collection presents doors 
with simple, laconic and trendy design 
that meets today’s market demands. 
The presence or combination of wood, 
metal and glass in the models under-
lines the basic concept of the style. 
These doors are designed for the new 
generation, who prefer individuality, 
ease and keep up with the times.

The design of the RETRO collection 
doors is more than just classics. It’s a 
combination of beauty and fineness. 
The rich ornament in combination with 
properly chosen texture of the film 
makes the doors bright and attractive. 
For several decades, retro style does 
not leave the top position. Its popularity 
can be explained by the ability to main-
tain an atmosphere of family comfort 
and warmth.

 collection MODERN

 collection CLASSICA

DESIGN COLLECTIONS

 collection LOFT

 collection RETRO
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The design of the RETRO GLASS collec-
tion combines the fineness of ornamen-
tation, glass and forged elements, which 
gives the doors a striking personality, 
and status to the apartments. Forged 
artistic decors bring a special twist into 
the design of the door leaf and to the 
overall exterior of your home. The col-
lection is created for the people who like 
to combine practicality of operation with 
visual beauty.

The Street Doors Collection is designed 
for private homes and is divided into two 
series - PROTECT and DEFENDER. These 
doors are particularly reliable, strict and 
stylish. The PROTECT series is made of 
blind doors and glass, and the DEFENDER 
series offers the choice of one of many 
stylish MDF linings. If you are a fan of 
sophistication and style, you will like these 
models.

The design of the QUADRO collec-
tion is made primarily for wide en-
trances and is a two-leaf door design 
where one of them is smaller than 
the other. This line contains both 
classic and modern door designs 
for buildings in different architectural 
styles. Many models use glass and 
forged elements to give the door a 
refined and solid look.

The TM ABWEHR lineup is constantly 
updated. We are pleased to present 
both popular models and exclusive 
designs. Door fashion trends make 
progress, so our range is changing. And 
any buyer, from conservative to exper-
imenter, will always be able to find his 
perfect model.
 

 collection RERTRO GLASS  collection STREET DOORS

 collection QUADRO  collection NEW

DESIGN COLLECTIONS
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Door locks choice
“ABWEHR” trademark installs reliable 
door locks produced by trustable 
companies, such as:

Color scheme
“ABWEHR” trademark uses a PVC film including a film produced by “VINORIT” 
company in a wide range of colours and textures. The choice of films exceeds 50 
types to be used indoors and more than 10 types suitable for the outdoor usage.

Dyeing doors

Painted MDF is becoming increas-
ingly popular year to year. “ABWEHR” 
trademark offers a choice of 8 trend 
colours (RAL). Modern high-tech 
dyes and enamels are used in dye-
ing process. Mentioned coating is 
resistant to atmospheric influences, 
such as, ultraviolet, rain, snow and 
extreme temperature changes.

Door handles and 
accessories
“ABWEHR” trademark installs door handles, 
armoured door linings, peepholes produced by 
companies, such as:

Extensions ABWEHR offers quality 
extensions of both stand-
ard and individual sizes.



Quality control
We have a scrupulous attitude to the  quality of the steel doors produced. We consider that to be the 
basis for our competitive advantage and the main criterion of our reputation in the eyes of buyers.

In our shops all products are subjected to multi-stage control begining from the audit of raw mate-
rial suppliers and the acceptance control of input products required for manufacturing  steel doors, 
as well as the  analysis of each production stage (for meeting the set parameters), and ending with 
release/loading of the finished product.
Such approach is expensive. It requires very careful attitude to work and instant response to any 
departure from the norm. The quality control during the production is ensured by the quality control 
services. We do not save money on this process and put it in the first place, while emphasizing the 
role of quality in the final product.

Certificates The doors technical properties are proven by 
European certificates.

Гарантія від компанії “ABWEHR”

Anti-forgery measures
Under the guise of doors produces by “ABWEHR” 
trademark, variety of other doors are coming on to 
the market increasingly. A quality of those doors is not 
matching with a quality which is secured by our com-
pany. In this regard, ABWEHR trademark applies the fol-
lowing anti-fraud features to protect its products:

Guarrantee provided by 
“ABWEHR”trademark

Guarrantee period of 5 years is provided for the door furniture 
produced by “Kale” trademark (strictly in case of “Kale” trade-
mark door lock sets with original core are being used).
Guarrantee period of 5 years is provided for the door furniture 
produced by “Securemme” trademark.
Guarrantee period of 3 years is provided for the door furniture 
produced by “Avers” trademark.
Guarrantee period of 1 year is provided for the MDF lining (in 
case of appropriate usage).
Guarrantee period of 20 years is provided for a metal con-
struction of the doors.
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0 (800) 756-559 ( free )
+38 (097) 023-45-76
+38 (063) 177-73-99

Internet:

Headquarters Contacts:

Chernihiv, str. Shevchenko 4 Address:

Phone:

Social networks:

www.abwehr.com.ua
info@abwehr.com.ua

https://www.facebook.com/abwehrdveri
https://www.instagram.com/abwehr.doors
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCK-FjRFAb-6aNCTUyEc17fg?view_as=subscriber
https://abwehr.com.ua
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